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An Analysis of the Transversal Secondary Spectrum
in Some Superachromatic Systems

The aim of the paper is to examine the secondary spectrum for some types of the superachromatic systems
published earlier. The relation between the secondary spectrum of the paraxial principal rays and the chromatic
difference of the image magnitude for two wave lengths λ F and Xq has been established. The obtained formula,
has been verified by applying it to the previously calculated superachromatic system. The graphs of the chromatic
difference of the image magnitude as a function of the field angle for four wave lengths are presented.

The optical systems with corrected lon
gitudinal chromatic aberration, within the
wave length range 0.365
.01 Ιμιη are called
superachromatic. The problem of th e supera
chrom atic correction in the paraxial region was
analysed in the papers [ 1 , 2 . . . 6]. There, it
has been shown th a t the superachromatic
correction w ithin the paraxial region may be
achieved in the systems consisting of as few
elements as two or three cemented lenses.
These systems appear, however, to have other
large aberrations, say, a spherochromatic error;
the fact resulting in their limited applicability.
In practice, the systems m ust be more complex
and consist of two simplets, a t least. As a s ta rt
ing point for this development two-lens superachrom ats may be recommended for the initial
system configuration rath er th a n three-lens
simplets. Such a developed system being com
posed of two quasisymmetric simplets has
been designed in the paper [7]. There, each
simplet being a superachrom at was build up
of two cemented lenses.
Superachrom atic correction may also be ob
tained for systems, in which the simplets are
not independently superachromats. A system
of th a t kind was calculated in the paper [8].
I t was composed of a three-elem ent simplet
and a single lens, the la tte r being located at
some distance behind the simplet. This system
was designed starting w ith two two-element
sim plets: the first one was composed of two
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connected lenses while the other consisted
of two lenses with an air space between them.
Bach of the orifinal simplets was a supera
chromat. N ext, th e first lens of th e second
simplet was joined to the first cemented simplet.
The goal of th e present paper is to examine
th e secondary spectrum of the principal rays,
called further transversal secondary spectrum
for the sake of simplicity. The consideration
will be restricted to th e said types of supera
chromats.
The secondary spectrum of a system, con
sisting of two lenses with a normalised focal
distance, may be expressed as follows
&8'fx —

(1 )

(see [9]) where
δs'F — the distance between two axial image
points obtained for th e wave lenghts
XF and λ, respectively,
s'F — the distance of the axial image point
for l F from th e last surface (image
distance for AF),
)iF 1
vc

— relative dispersion,

nF—n,
P x = ---------- 1 — partial dispersion.
nF nc
As a basic colour for superachrom atic cor
rection th a t corresponding to th e wave length
XF = 0.4861 μ is usually assumed. A relation
analogous to Eq. (1) for the transversal secon
dary spectrum has been derived in th e paper
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[10]. This has been obtained by considering
the difference of th e paraxial image heights
for Xc and ?.F respectively, resulting in th e for
mula
?>i,Fc = lj I y c ,

(2)

G =

(see 9) where
— the distance of the intersection
point of the principal ray with
the image surface from the o pti
cal axis,
— th e Helmh oltz- Lagrange inva
J = nl a
riant,
a
— the aperture angle,
— height of incidence of th e p rin 
y
cipal ray on the first surface of
the system,
Δα = a —a — the change of the aperture angle
a t th e surface,
/I \
1
1
Δ — I = — ---------change of th e reciprocal of
\ n j n n
the refractive index a t the surface,
δη = nF —nc — the difference of the refractive
indices corresponding to XF
and λα respectively,
δη\
δη
——J — change of the ra tio -----a t th e surn
n
face.
If the object is a t the infinity, then J = —1
for the normalized focal length. For such a sy
stem consisting of two infinitly thin lenses
the transversal secondary spectrum m ay be
expressed by

on the location of the entrance pupil [9].
Thus, w ithout losing the generality of consi
deration it m ay be assumed th a t th e position
of th e entrance pupil is identical with th a t
of the first surface. Incidently, this condition
was really fullfilled in the superachromatic
systems considered in this paper. If a super
chromatic system is a single simplet build
up of three lenses or if it consists of several
simplets, each of which being a superachrom at,
then the transverse chrom atic aberration should
be equal to zero. In Fig. 1 the chromatic

I'f

,
, Pu - P n
δίρλ = IpV ~
,
VC2 ~ vai

(3)

where
δΐρλ — the distance between points of in ter
section of the image plane by the
principal rays corresponding to XF and λ.
From the formula (3) it m ay be easily seen
th a t if the entrance pupil is identical w ith the
first surface of a system, consisting of two
cemented infinitely thin lenses, then the lateral
chromatic aberration for an arb itrary wave
length is equal to zero. In systems with com
pensated longitudinal chromatic aberration the
lateral chromatic aberration does not depend
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Pig. 1. Chromatic difference of the image magnitude
for the superachromatic system consisting of two-lens
simplets

difference of th e image m agnitude is shown
as a function of field angle for four wave lengths.
This dependance has been calculated for a sy
stem consisting of three lenses and designed
in the paper [6], In Fig. 2 a similar relation
for th e system considered in the paper [7]
is represented. As it is easily seen th e lateral
chrom atic aberration is really negligibly small.
Now, we shall consider th e lateral chromatic
aberration in the system calculated in paper [8].
To start with, we shall analyse a superachro
m atic system built up of two thin lenses, being
located a t some distance from each other
(Fig. 3). The longitudinal chromatic aberration
will be com pensated when the following con
dition is satisfied
=

VC1

0 ,

(4 )

VC2
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Substituting th e appreciated value of <p2 into
(5) and letting
_

Hi = — d

2/i = 0

—hwc,

C2 = ----------,

(7)

VC2

we obtain
d<Pi

dl*F C

( 8)

hvci

Below we restrict our considerations to the
case, when the focussing power of the first
lens φ1 will be of the same value as in th e case
of a cemented simplet. Then
(9 )

Ψι =
Now, on the base of th e formula
h

=

1—

(10)

άφ γ

and (9), we get by substituting (9) and (10)
Fig. 2. Chromatic difference in the image magnitude
for the three-lens simplets

where
φ — focussing power of th e lens,
/i — height of incidence of the axial ray on
the second lens, assuming th a t the height
of the incidence on th e first surface Λ, = 1.

to (8)
δlF C

Iji'd
va i{l - d) ~ v(,2

( 11 )

The received form ula determines the lateral
chromatic difference of th e image m agnitude
for th e spectral lines λν and Xc respectively,
in the superachrom ats consisting of two lenses
with an air space between them.
For the spectral line λ the formula (11) will
be w ritten as follows
μ ;.
rx

/ y,-(/
(

V)1(1 - d) —νλ2

12 )

From the well-known relation
Fig. 3. Kay trace in the system composed of two thin
lenses

We shall assume t h a t : the aperture angle a, = 0,
the height of incidence of the principal ray
2/i = 0 and the field angle β ± = 1. For a system
with normalized focal lenght
= 1 after the
last surface of the system. Chromatic difference
of the image m agnitude is expressed by th e
formula (2)

(13)
th e formula (12) m ay be rew ritten as follows
δΐ'νχ = --------- — ---------·
VC \

,,

The glasses used for th e
satisfy the relation

superachrom at

Ρ χ 1 = Px 2 = Ρχ·
biyc — — I f Σ

f

(5 )

<p2 may be estim ated from (4)
Ψι =
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VC2<Pl

--------- p,
VC1h-

( 6)

(14 )

VC2

(15 )

Thus, the formula (14) m ay be w ritten in the
form
0l'rFX

lFdP j|
vci (1 —d) —vC2

(16)
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Chromatic difference of the image magnitude in the two-lens superachromat with an air space calculated
exactly and estimated from paraxial formulas
dl'Fi [mm]
β
[grad]
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2.1
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0.01052
0.00910
0.00742

0.01043
0.00902
0.00737

0.00771
0.00667
0.00544

0.00773
0.00668
0.00546

-0.0 0 5 7 0
-0.00493
-0.00402

-0.00567
-0.00490
-0.00402

-0.0 1 0 1 6
-0.00878
-0.0 0 7 1 6

-0.01003
-0.00867
-0.00708

From (16) and (11) we can easily get
—P^dlpQ.

(17)

The formula (17) determ ines the relation
between the secondary spectrum of th e paraxial
principal rays and th e lateral chrom atic diffe
rence for the two wave lengths ?.F and λα
(in the discussed type of the system). This
formula will be veryfied by applying it to th e
previously obtained system consisting of two
lenses made of fluorite and LaK 11, respecti
vely. The focal length of the system is equal
to 100 mm while th e air space is 3.1 mm.
In table the values of the lateral chrom atic
aberration calculated exactly (the first column)
and estim ated from Eq. (12) (the secon d column)
have been collected. I t is easily seen th a t for
the assumed field angle the agreement is very
good. N ote th a t the assumed value for th e field
angle is th e maxim al admissible for th a t type
of the system.

----------λ * --------- λ ν ---------- λ/? ............. Λ**
Fig. 5. Chromatic difference of the image magnitude
composed of two non-superachromatic elements with
an air space

The focussing power of th e particular lenses
fulfils the relation
<Pi

”01

Ψ2
■—
f- ---- - =

(18)

”C2

Ψζ

(18)

VC 3

”04

Ψΐ + ψ2 = ψ·

Fig. 4. Layout of the superachromat composed of two
nonsuperachromatic simplets

Now, we shall analyse the secondary spectrum
for the principal rays in th e case of a system
slightly generalised w ith respect to th a t con
sidered in [8]. The layout of the system is
presented in Fig. 4.
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In the system published in paper [8] ψ was
assumed to be equal to 0.5.
The focal length of th e system is normalized
to 1. By the same reasoning as th a t applied
when deriving (12) and (17) we can obtain
a formula for dl'FC and the transvers secondary
spectrum respectively
ljpd(l
M'fc

W 1 - **) —

Ίρ)

(19)

1 —άψ)
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AnajiH3 nonepeHHoro BTopiiHHoro cneKTpa ηεκοτορΜΧ
cynepaxpoMaTHHecKHx chctcm

and finally
bl'Fi. — P

x

^

fc

·

The chromatic difference of the image magni
tude for this system is presented in Fig. 5.
The above considerations have shown th a t
it is unnecessary to calculate the lateral chro
m atic aberration of magnification for different
wave lengths, because the knowledge of this
quantity for two colours, for instance 1F and
is sufficient to estim ate easily the lateral chro
matic aberration for an arbitrary wave length
from the formula (20).

LfejTbK) 3toh p a 6 oTbi 6 mjio HccneflOBaHHe βτορηηηογο
cneKTpa rnaBHbix jiyseii ΗβκοτορΒίχ τηποβ cynepaxpoMaTHnecKHx CHCTeM, ony6 jinKOBaHHbix paHbine. BbiBeaeHa 3bbhCHMocTb BejiHBHHbi βτορηηηογο cneKTpa napaKCHajIbHbIX
rnaBHbix ayneS ot xpoMaTHHecKoii p a 3H0CTH βοπηηηημ h 3odpaaceHiM ajih fleyx jihhhh XF a Xq . nojiyHCHiiaa 3aBHCHM0 CTb
npoeepeHa Ha BbiHHCJieHHoft cynepaxpoMaTHHecKOH chctcmc.
FIpHBOABTCH TaK*e AwarpaMMbi xpoMaTunecKOH p a3HOCTH
BejIHHHHbl H3o 6 pa>KCHHB B 3aBHCHMOCTH OT yTJia nOJlH 3peHHH
flJIH HeTbipeX AJIHH bojih .
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